Enterprise Hybrid Cloud
10-Week Implementation
Fast track your migration
to Azure with AC3’s
Enterprise Hybrid Cloud
Migration
The path for a successful cloud adoption can be complex for many enterprises as it requires
more than the typical technology deployment stages. Successful cloud adoption requires deeper
and broader transformations across an organisation, including setting up business plans and
expectations, process updates, and technical readiness.
AC3 have worked with customers to help solve some of the most common obstacles to their
cloud journey; including proper cloud governance to control and reduce costs, ensuring security,
and establishing the right migration strategy and foundation to define a path to the cloud.

Why choose AC3?
•

Guided by Microsoft Cloud Adoption
Framework for Azure and industry best
practice, AC3 are uniquely positioned
with our extensive experience in delivering
hybrid cloud solutions to manage
integrations and reduce risks when
migrating to the cloud.

•

We have access to the right resources,
have the skills and expertise to help
you shape your cloud strategies, driving
towards your desired business goals and
outcomes.

•

We offer an end-to-end cloud solution
for a streamlined experience from start
to finish - ensuring your cloud strategy
is built from the ground up, to be futureproof, and designed for innovation and
agility.

AC3 is a leading managed service provider. We bring
together the best of public, private and SaaS
solutions so your data transformation can happen
safely under one roof. In fact, we’ve been securing and
managing most of the NSW government agencies’
clouds for the last 20 years, so our expertise,
governance, and security are tested at the highest
levels.
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Migrating to Azure
AC3’s migration journey is based on Microsoft’s Cloud Adoption Framework for Azure. This
Framework has been designed to help organisations like you create and implement the business
and technology strategies necessary to succeed in the cloud. It provides best practices,
documentation and tools that cloud architects, IT professionals and business decision makers
need to successfully achieve their short- and long-term objectives.
Begin your migration process today to enjoy the benefits such as improved security, scalability,
availability and performance of the Azure cloud.
Launching you on
you Azure journey
following industry best
practice automation
such as DevOps,
Infrastructure as Cod,
Configuration as Code,
while implementing
cloud-native tooling
and services to ensure
ongoing success.

Establishment
of the cloud
foundations to
ensure a compliant
& secure hybrid
cloud setup on
Azure.

Planning and
execution of the
migration, while
ensuring the
infrastructure
can be effeciently
managed and
governed.

Rationalisation of
the on-premises
workloads to
identify potential
cloud-ready
workloads.

Optimise your
cloud investment
through continuous
improvement,
expert architecture
reviews and
ongoing cloud
support.
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Are you ready to integrate Azure into your business?
At AC3, we’re dedicated in making technology work for you. Trust us with supporting and
maintaining your Azure environment so your technical teams can concentrate on the things
that matter.
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